



ers announced the first stet
in a plan for the State Uni-
versity to control the City
University. The main provi.
sion would grant $5-million to
the City University to provide
facilities for the incoming
freshman in September . Their
final goal is an amalgamated
City-State University that
charges tuition fees .
This view is strongly opposed by
the Democrats, however, who will
protect the autonomy of the City
University for the time being .
The Republican plan is to give
CONY enough money so that it
would not have to restrict admis-
sion in September to 2,300 qualm
fled freshman candidates .
At 'the present time the Repub .
liana plan is miles apart from the
Democratic program that has the
support of Assembly Speaker An
thony J. Travia, Mayor Lindsay
and the City University. Two bill
were introduced by Senator Man .
fled Ohrenstein, Democrat of Man
hattan, that would set up a $40(
million construction fund for the
City University and increase State
aid. Under this plan, the State and
City would each agree to pledge
up to $200 a student to back up
bonds issued by the State Dormi-
tory Authority. The other Ohren-
stein bill calls for the State to
(Continued on Page 6, Col . 5)
College Discovery
Continues at BCC
In past issues of The Communi-
cator several articles have been
written about the College Discov-
ery Program without consultation
with the program coordinator. Be
cause of this, the articles have
been misleading. It is our h ope
that the following will correct any
misapprehensions about the pro-
gram .
The College Discovery Program
of BCC was instituted in the be-
lief that promising students of re-
latively less privileged economic
backgrounds, whose academic per-
formance had been hindered for
various reasons, could realize their
potential in college . The program
has enjoyed substantially good re-
sults . Dr. Rachel D . Wilkinson win
coordinates the BCC College Dis-
covery Program reported that
"grades within the program are
about the same as the normal dis-
tribution within the school ." In-
deed, 7.7'/f , of the group earned
an index of over 3 .0 last term .
The College Discovery Program
is an experimental project of
CUNY. It was begun in June, 1964,
in BCC and Queensboro Commun-
ity College. This new approach has
(Continued on Page 2, Col . 5)
Lesser TAKES P
. ACTION SWEEPS
The results of the Fall, 1966 Day Student Council elections
were announced at the Assembly meeting on Monday, May




Peter Lesser --- 232 --- President --- Dave Iskowitz --- 208
Robert Baram - 254 - Vice-President - David Kasinetz - 218
Jay Mostel _ _ 306 --- Treasurer --- James Bauman --- 168
Barbara Sloman - 240 - Corr. Sec. - June Warhaftig _ 227
Linda Katz --- 242 --- Rec. Sec . --- Paul' Tascarella --- 227
Student Unity
Sid Keston	54
The final tally showed a complete sweep by all candidates on the.
ACTION Party . This marked the second time in the history of the
:choral that such a landslide victory was achieved by an individual
party. The only other time this was done was by the ACTION Party
headed by Barry Berger in the Fall of 1.964 .
When the final results were announced, a wild scene ensued with
the entire party (ACTION) hoisting Mr . Lesser on their shoulder :;





LBJ Sends Telegram to
Retiring BCC President
By Steve Reisman
Dr. Morris Meister, retiring President of BCC was honored
at the Trianon Ballroom of, the New York Hilton Hotel on
Saturday afternoon, May 14. The theme of the luncheon was,
"A Life Devoted to Excellence in Education," with the
speeches telling of his life in education from his school days
in 1916 through his retirement in 1966 .
Present at the luncheon were : Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, Chair-
man of the Board of Higher Education ; Dr. Charles 11 . Tuttle, a BHE
member; Dr. Benjamin F. McLaurin, Chairman of the BCC Commit-
tee of the BHE ; Dr. James Allen Colston, President-elect of BCC ;
Dr. Harry N. Rivling, Dean of Teacher Education of the City Uni-
versity of New York ; Dr. Joseph P. McMurray, President of Queens
College ; Herman Badillo, Bronx Borough President; Brother Gregory,
F.S .C ., President of Manhattan College, and Board members Pearl
Max, John Conboy, Ella Streator and Lloyd Baillor,
Dr. Meister received a congratulatory telegram from President
Johnson at the luncheon lauding him for his work in helping to edu-
cate the poor . The note cited President Meister's origination of the
Earn-while-you-Learn concept. This was later adopted by the Federal .
Administration in the Education Affairs Act of 1965 .
Distributed at the luncheon was the long-awaited, Toward Excel-
lence in Education, a 128-page book containing writings in honor of
Dr. Meister from more than a hundred of America's most noted
educators .
A total of 23 speeches were delivered at the luncheon . Dean Abra-
ham Tauber, who has served as Dean-in-Charge in Dr . Meister's
absence presented Dr. Meister with two gifts, one from Phi Theta
Kappa Honor Society, and another from the Faculty Association .
Both were large (one was two feet in diameter) medallions with
his likeness on them .
spoke on behalfAllen Greene, President of the Student Council, 1
of the student body, with Joe Mazza, last term's Council President,
speaking for the Alumni Association . The faculty were represented
by Professor Martin K . May, while Dean Sidney Silverman spoke
for the Administration of the college .
Toastmaster of the affair was the Rev. William G. Kalaidjian,




. Nathan Tannenbaum, Vice
e- ' resident of New York State So-
ciety Certified Public Accountants,
spoke to the Senior Orientation
Accounting Students on Tuesday,
May 10, on the opportunities in ac-
counting .
In his lecture, Mr. Tannenbaum
reassured the students that ac-
counting will not drop to the back-
ground because of mechanical in-
ventions. He went on to explain
that accounting first started out a-,
a mental process and has changed
to a mechanical one. However, ac-
countants are still needed to pro-
gram and operate the machines .
Mr. Tannenbaum mentioned the
professional standards, choices, se-
lections, objectives, and require-
ments in accounting . There are
three areas available to students
interested in an accounting career,
the first governmental agencies,
the second private industries, and
the last and most important in
>`R- 'I' -nr-mbaum's view, public
')r: , ' Ire .




A new master plan out-
lined by the Board of Higher
Education is offering "some-
thing for everyone" in the
city's high school graduation
classes by 1975 . The plan, if
accepted after public hear-
ings, promises liberal en-
trance requirements to the
four year colleges, but it also
offers to every student some
tuition-free post-high school
education ranging from voca-
tional training to college .
The hoard warned that thou-
sands of able high school students
would be turned away by city's
four-year colleges, unless actions
toward greater fiscal support were
taken .
This plan calls for spending
more than $400-million over a four-
year period. This would provide
the prompt expansion needed in
the City University .
Under the new policy, the top
'-), 5r/;- - instead of the present 2&'
of high school graduates will be
eligible for admission and for four-
years of tuition-free, education .
Mayor Lindsay's new higher-
education budget represented a
severe blow to the expansion plans
and as a result hundreds of stu-
dents will have to be turned away
from the city colleges next year.
The new master plan proposes
that the State Legislature increase





President Buell G. Gallagher, The City College
President John J . Meng, Hunter College
President Harry D . Gicleonse, Brooklyn College
President Joseph P. McMurray, Queens College
Mad- 12, 1965
Some doubt has been cast in recent days upon the validity
of the City University's judgment that it would be a tragic
mistake to admit an extra 2,000 freshmen, even in rented
quarters, to our four senior colleges unless there is a fir -.-n
prospect of an immediate and accelerated massive construc- tion program for those colleges.
We have repeatedly asserted that
t would he possible for the Unicer-
sity to administer a standard and
adequate freshman }ear in tem-
porarv quarters . But what wouldhappenr
	
young people so happen en to the p
structed at the
end
of their freshman year? Here they really need
complete laboratories, full college
libraries instead of freshman read
ing rooms, and all the manifold
services that only the main col-
ege campus (-an give . To continue
here 2,000 in rented quarters
would be grievously to shor
t-change them. To transfer themo
he main student bodies at our
campuses would be a tragedy not
only for them but for the rest of
he students already hampered by
our almost intolerable crowding .
Our four senior colleges next
September,, Without these 2,0{l0
students, will have 45,000 crowded
into space that was barely tide
quate for 36,000 in 1963
. The situation is bad everywhere ; City and
badlyBrooklyn were al read}-
crowded in 1963 and both have
pore students now . Queens is now
lousing 10,000 students in the
?pace that was occupied by 6,000
n 196'-1, Hunter nearly 10,000 in
pace that was crowded for 7,5011
u that year. Two successive
loses of what we ironically but
meaningfully called "Operation
Shoehorn,' 'in 1964 and 1965,
,wedged into every conceivable
:pace the extra thousands of students for whom emergency fund,
sere provided . We warned the
City then that this was the absolute maximum the colle ges could
absorb in this extraordinary way .
Our subsequent experience has
shown that we were only too jus-tivied in this admonition .
Added to our other causes for
deep concern is the fact that the
tight squeeze in Our present upper
_'asses simply does not permit ther,other turn of the screw if we are
A retain our present high-quality
''acuity or to recruit a proper share
it the talent in the national ket for new faculty
. Many of Out'
.lest faculty, having earned com-
plete pension rights or a least vest-
ing
rights ill a substantial m
ent allowance, are kept with us
only by their fierce loyalty to our
°colleges and their student_ this
,an be strained too far, Few new
scholars can he attracted too col-
eges in which, instead of grow-
ing, the average office spice has
decreased in the last year from 67
square feet to 65, far under our
temporary goal of 1011, alai even
further from the nationai standard
.-f 120 .
We have little doubt that we can
bold the line another year or two
if we know that plenty of new .
good permanent space is on its
way if' dirt is flying, if bricks
and mortar are rising. Otherwise,
far from being able to take in
more students, we shall be hard-
pressed to do a proper job with






in the September, 1966, sem-
ester, Robin Koval, presently a
senior at the High School of Music
and Art, will attend Bronx Com-
munity College for the first time .
Robin is one of the fortunate ones,
though to her, college admissions
as a tragedy . Robin has an 84 .1
overage with a -composite of 517 .
She had hopes for going to Hun-
ter College since she was a Fresh-
man in high school, If she had been
born one year earlier she would
have. This year, for the first time,
BCC will see hundreds of Robins .
Put what about the less fortunate?
What about the Janes, for ex-
ample, with an 81 .8 average, re-
jected from all of the CUNY be-
cause her college boards were in
the- low 4COs. Have they worked
four long years for nothing?
Chancellor of the City Univer-
sity Bowker, stated, according to
a recent New York Post . article,
that he would defend the proposed
cut in the Fall freshman class, de-
claring that crowding the over-
flow into makeshift quarters would
be a tragedy . Chancellor Bowker,
in his statement, felt he could not
admit 2,300 potential freshmen,
note qualified high school seniors
unless "construction authorization
approved, so that we may begin
immediately to anticipate the ad-
ditional space that will be re-
quired.,,
Though temporary quarters could
be available, what would happen
a, the end of the freshman year?
To continue these 2,300 in rented
quarters would be to greviously
shortchange them. Transfering
them to the main student body
would he a tragedy not only for
'hem, but for the rest of the stu-
dent body, already hampered by
con almost intolerable crowding .
it is obvious that the , Board of
-Higher' Education for past ten
war's had had a shortage of `plan
	ahead' signs on their desks so that
v: c' are now faced with the problem
of having part of our potential
college hound students getting a
full college education, or all. get-
ting a partial education . Either
fray, it is a big price to pay for
free higher education .
If the Board of Higher Educa-
tion continues at its present in-
sight, revelation, and pace, the
Robins of today will become the
Jones of tomorrow .
WACHS ANNOUNCES DATA PROCESSINGDAT PROCESSING
Mr. Wachs, a BCC instructor, recently announced that
there will be a new Data Processing curriculum here, start-
ing in the Fall, 1966 semester . The new curriculum will in-
clude two areas machine operations, and programming and
systems. Data Processing students who are interested in ma-
chine operations will be primarily concerned with the func-
tioning and maintenance of the computer . Those students
who are interested in programming and systems will be pri-
marily concerned with learning how to program, calculate,
and process the data . Both areas will be stressed in the new
curriculum .
The new Data Processing cur-
riculum will not be without ade-
quate facilities . Several enormous
computers have recently been in-
aCalled in a room located in the
school basement. These will be used
for instructive purposes .
Two machines in particular,
stand out : the Card Read Punch
computer (IBM 1622) and the Cen-
tral Processing Unit computer
(IBM 1620) . They are dependent
oil each other, and give a smart
appearance .
The Card Read Punch computer
prepares the card, or cards, before
it is placed in the Central Proces-
sing Unit. The card is first read,
and then punched. The computer
reads at an input rate of 250 cards
per minute. It punches at an out-
put rate of 125 cards per minute .
Consequently, it would appear that
the rate the computer could read'
would ordinarily be only at half
its capacity, since the rate the -
computer could punch is half of
.the input speed . However, a sum
marized card is often used, which
can represent hundreds of read
cards . This way, merely-the sin-
gular summarized card need be
punched. The technique of using
a summarized card whenever pos-
sible eliminates unnecessary effort,
and cuts the time required in half"
After the Card Read Punch corn
puter prepares the card, the Cen-
tral Processing Unit, often refer-
red to as the ".memory bank," is
activated. There are twenty thou-
sand positions of core memory .
Each has a magnetic disk used to
store information . After all rele-
vant data is fed into the main com-
puter, it will answer any question
by autom a tically typing the cor-
test answer into an adjacent, elec-
tric typewriters . The typewriter
can be operated manually, as well .
The "memory bank" shrinks the
time necessary for calculations
from days to seconds. Mr. Wachs
remarked that the IBM 1620 is
"far more accurate than a human
being ."
The costly machines list for well
over $100,000, but were purchased
through the Service Bureau for a
huge sum of about $65,000 to
170,000. The IBM 1926 is the most
expensive .
Nevertheless, Mr . Wachs feels
that the computers are urgently
needed. They will be used in Sell-'
timber to quicken the pace and in-
Lease the efficiency of the usually
hogged down Fall registration . fit
addition, it will be used for intra-
collegiate research .
Perhaps the greatest purpose
for having these computers is so
that they would enable the students
to learn about the applications of
scientific data and the implications
of scientific knowledge . The new
Data Processing curriculum is ex-
petted to carry out this purpose .
Awarded CUNY
Mayor John V . Lindsay in
ceremonies at City Hall on
Monday, May 16, at 11 :30
a.m. will awardd eight Salk
Scholarships for medical stu-
dy and two honorary Salk
awards to students of the
four senior colleges of The
City University of New York .
The students will be present-
ed by Dr. Gustave G . Rosen-
berg, chairman of the Board
of Higher Education .
. The Salk Scholarships were
established by the Board of
Estimate in 1955 in honor of
Dr. Jonas E . Salk, a City Col-
lege. `graduate and developer
of the anti-polio vaccine . The
scholarships amount to $3,500,
each paid in annual install-
ments of $875. The honorary
awards carry no financial
grant .
Of the ten who will receive the
1966 Salk awards, four are from
City College, Solomon Stanley Ad-
ler, Peter Arthur Jarvis, Eric
Sehutz, and William Weiss (honor-
ary), all of Manhattan ; one from
Hunter College, Peter Bruce Dunn
of the Bronx; three from Brook-
lyn College, Matthew Joel Guy,
Howard Kaufman, and Jeffrey B .
Newton, all of Brooklyn; and two
from Queens College, Howard
Steier of Douglastan and Marc
, Weiner (honorary) of Flushing.
One of the students, Solomon
Stanley Adler, earned his degree
by studying at night in the School
of General Studies. At the same
time, he studied in the day time
at a Talmudical school .
I11 presenting the students for
the Salk awards, Dr. Rosenberg
o; ill refer to the record of Salk
award winners in the tell years
1955 to 1965, who were recently
surveyed. His remarks are attach-
ed along with a chart giving bio-
graphical data on the students .
Revisions
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
the State's contribution to 65';f of
the operating budget of the City
University, compared with the 507
now .
In addition, this proposal would
require the City and State, each
to pay half the cost of construc-
tion for the university's expansion .
In the next four years $100-million
annually, or more, will be required
for the colleges to meet their new
enrollment goals .
The new plan would require a
new college in Brooklyn or Queens
accommodating 5,000 students .
The plan also calls for reduced
College Discovery
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
since spread to three other two-
year colleges in New York City .
Candidates to College Discovery
are those who would ordinarily
not be admitted as matriculants
because of entrance requirement
deficiencies, language difficulties,
of- financial needs. Applicants are
presently selected on the basis of
their high school guidance coun-
selors and principals recommenda-
tions. Once accepted into the pro-
gram, these students compete on
in equal academic basis with other
students in the college and take
an active interest in all college ac-
tivities .
Because many of the College Dis-
covery students must hold jobs in
order to support themselves and/
or their families as well as attendcollege
, e they ace encouraged to
ca l •r y relatively y lighter course
loads than those suggested in the
curriculum pattern sheet. This fa-
cilitates adjusment to college life
and subsequent academic success .
However, this also delays grad-
uation for some as often occurs
with BCC students . In spite of this,
of the College Discovery group
who have been attending BCC-since
June of 1964, better than 17% are
expected to graduate in June or,
August of 1966 .
Participants receive intensive
counseling, attend group meetings,
and obtain financial aid .
A recently organized group of
student tutors from within the
program itself is also helping sty-
dents to adjust to the college sit-
uation .
Educators throughout the nation
have expressed interest in this dy-
namic approach to education. Nu-
merous requests have been made
by educational institutions for in-
formation from BCC about its spe-
cial _program . Visitors have come
from as far as San Francisco Com-
nmunity College to discuss the Col-
lege Discovery Program with its
coordinator .
Above all, the coordinator and
counselors of the College Discov-ery Program would emphasize the
fact that the academic success of
eacr College Discovery student is




The Chancellor of the City Uni-
versity announced that high school
teachers of mathematics would
again have the opportunity to pre-
pare themselves to teach calculus .
This has been largely attributed to
the enthusiastic response of New
York City teachers to a similar
offer made last year. The Na-
tional Science Foundation has
made a second grant to the City
University Research Foundation
for this Cooperative College School
Science Program .
Faculty Members of City Uni-
versity will conduct the classes
during a six week period begin-
ning July 5, 1966, and continue
the work with an additional thirty
session program beginning Sep-
tember 17, 1.966 .
All students who are interested
should contact Professor Lester
Gavurin of the Mathematic De-
partment at Brooklyn College,
Bedford Avenue and Avenue H .
Brooklyn 11210 . He will furnish
full information and all details .
loads for the faculty and warns
that the requirement of teaching
up to 15 hours a week makes it im-










Recent Folk Show - Richard Rogal and partner Carol Ricthland .
Awards presented at the Business Department luncheon . - Story and


















the next Communicator .
Mr. & Mrs. Heller, at Folk festival, Mr . Heller playing a Dulcimeter.
Pre-Law Club, presents a mock trial to a packed house . - Story in
the next edition .
9'
Scenes from the play Production Class in "Legend of Lovers ."
T1-IF COMMUNICATOR faculty advisor, Mr. Fred Lapi-
sardi is leaving BCC at the end of this term, to teach at the
State University at Fredonia . Our thanks, and gratitude to a
wonderful advisor - we would like to wish the best of luck
to Mr. Lapisardi in all his future endeavors .
JUST DESSERTS
We would like to congratulate the Action party on its re-
cent victory in the Day Student Council elections . Mr. Lesser
worked hard establishing one of the best political machines
this school has ever seen. During the campaign, the party
*as out every moment of every day . It made sure every stu-
dent heard of its candidate, whether they wanted to bother
with the election or not . The ironic note is that in spite of
all the effort involved the final vote numbered 452 students .
that might have happened this term, had not one of the
parties been so active, is hard to even imagine . At least one
of Peter Lesser's campaign promises is sure to be fulfilled
quickly ; student participation will increase in the fall . I
could not get any worse than this all time low ebb .
Action swept its entire ticket into office, with different
margins. The three way race for the Presidency has given
the students a minority president . Now that Mr. Lesser has
the voice of the electorate behind him, it can only be hoped
that he does not appoint any person for any position that he
does not qualify for . This past term, the hue and cry of fa-
voritism was raised, with much harm to Student Council be-
ing the direct result. A little precaution could avert much
trouble to the new government .
About the only comment to the defeated slate, is that the
students behind the United Students weren't .
In every election, candidates try to show their superiority
ever their opponents . The defeat of any slate in an holiest,
well fought election can be accepted without question . How-
ever, when an ENTIRE ticket runs on the anti-feelings to-
ward the opposition, then we cannot help but agree with Mr .
Dave Kasinetz, defeated vice presidential candidate who wry-
ly noted
"We did not campaign, we got what we deserved ."
From the desk of
ORIAM IFNAB
Just the other day I received in the mail a birthday pres-
ent from my local Draft Board . It was a "1-A" classification .
Now it is not that I am unpatriotic, or anything like that,
but I started to think. Here I am, flat feet, spastic back,
heart condition, hay fever, ten different allergies, lousy
teeth, poor eyesight, deviated septum, but otherwise in fine
t shape, and "I-A." On the other hand, there's Pat Nugent and
George Hamilton. Both are fine, healthy, and good looking .
They would make an excellent addition to any man's army .
Before I make any remarks about
why these two people should be
in the Army or not, let's take a
look into the facts a little more
closely .
As of April, 1965, there has been
a six month waiting list to enter
any of the Armed Forces six month
reserve units . The Selective Serv-
ice System has made provision for
many boys in our country who are
sole support of their mothers . Such
people are given deferments from
the draft calls. Another fact, the
Hamilton family has millions of
dollars even without the money
that Little George brings home
from the movies.
Now, to those of you who have
not been reading the papers, I
ilton has been given a deferment
of the grounds that he is the sole
support of his mother. Pat Nu-
gent signed up for the six month
reserve unit, and was stationed
about fifty miles from his girl
friend. His girl friend just happens
to be the illustrious Miss Lucy
Baines Johnson . If this name
sounds familiar it is becausese her
father is the President of the
United States and Commander-in-
Chief of the Armed Forces . Now,
if the fact that your father is the
President, should make your boy-
friend deferrable, then I of all
people should be deferred . My girl
friend's father is the president of
the strongest government in the
United States_ the B'nai Brith .
Forum 7
LETTERS TO , THE EDITOR
May 10, 1966
To: Letter to the Editor
From: Professor R. Kissel
Subject: Student Carnival .
Congratulations are in order . for
Danny Berkowitz . The Carnival
which was physically put together
last Saturday morning, drew its
first onlookers that afternoon, cul-
minated in full participation by
everybody Saturday night, and re-
sisted a preordained expiration late
Saturday night, was thoroughly en-
joyable. Danny was never at a lol
lfor encouraging words presented
by inquiring students in the halls,
in the streets, and during the
course of that long, long Saturday.
The custodial staff was most co-
operative. I am sure that the stu-
dents who worked so hard derived
great pleasure from the result of
their toil . The baseball throw pop-
corn contingent had May Katz and
Steve Gordon in at 10 AM ; they
were still selling popcorn when I
left at 11 I'M.




At a recent Faculty Committee on Student Activities meeting a reso-
lution was drawn up proposing the prohibition of all future Intersession
Weekend Excursions . The resolution, not yet passed, states the "impos-
sibility of adequate supervision, and the possibility that BCC would be le-
gally responsible for any damage to the premises or for student accidents ."
Before the students are handed a diaper, the Faculty might be expected to
look into liability insurance, paid for by the vacationers, as well as a re-
lease signed for by students to cover accidents and damage . If faculty can-
not think of emergency protection, they can at least DEMAND that the
students police themselves, i .e. having each fraternity provide for the po-
licing and good conduct of a building, or group on the weekend . Organized
policing by our service organizations would be a solid answer to student
control, the guaranteeing of behavior, and will prove for once and for all
the value, or lack of it, of the fraternities .
One point we must add is an answer to the charge that the Weekend
provides no educational value . . One is that this event, is and has been, pri-
marily a form of entertainment and release to follow the pressure of finals .
Second is .that it has as much to offer the students as a dance, theatre par-
ty, or concert, all of which are found on every campus in the country .
It is at the point where we feel that the faculty has always given the
students the benefit of the doubt . This vote of confidence in the ability of
the students to police themselves should be the final vindicator . Give us
the chance before you ban this activity .
SOCIAL ACCUSATION
In the last edition of THE COMMUNICATOR we commented on the
ridiculous amount of social and cultural events saturating the program at
this college. We pointed out that this trend had continued far too long and
had been climaxed in the one weekend in which the college held a carnival,
an opera, a dance, and a concert . All of these events showed a drop in at-
tendance from similar presentations last year. All too often, Bronx Com-
munity College Inc. crowds many events into a weekend, rather than hav-
ing a cancellation. Unfortunately, the blame is put on student chairmen,
rather than BCC Inc . Mr. Ickovic and Mr . Berkowitz have done the best job
possible under those conditions . Problem lies in the administration sign-
ing contracts for Council events before Council has agreed on them . It is
absurd to expect Council to salvage events when we see an alumni reunion,
a concert, an awards presentation, and a club dance, all run on the same
night, and all within a few days of our last edit ; we are led to believe some-





This is America, land where people are free, land where people
can say what they please, assemble where they please, do what they
please, and this is the lance where the government of the people exists .
This is the country where freedom exists, the country where busi-
ness is not controlled by the government, the country where govern-
ment is not controlled by' the business, the country where the gov-
ernment acts out the will of the people, the country where more
people have more money than any other country in history, the coun-
try where education is stressed as our most important asset . .
This is the country that survived a revolutionary war against what
'Was then the -greatest power in the world . This is the country that
grew westward from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, from the St .
Lawrence River to the Rio Grande. This is the country that weath-
ered the storm of Civil War, the country that grew into a great na-
tion of free men .
This is the country that fought a glorious war against Spain with
the battle cry of "Remember the Maine!" This is the country that
fought a war of liberation against the neighboring country to the
South, Mexico, with the battle cry, "Remember the Alamo!" This is
the country that has committed itself to protect the hemisphere in
the great historic document, the Monroe Doctrine . This is the coun-
try that saved Europe in the First World War. This is the country
that saved Europe in the Second World War. This is the country that
saved South Korea from the Communists, West Berlin from the
Communists, Laos from the Communists, Malasia from the Commun-
ists, the Congo from the Communists, the Dominican Republic from
the Communists, California from the Commnuists, New York from
the Communists, and the colleges from the Communists .
God bless America!
This is the United States! This is the place where everybody is a
messiah, the place where people come when they need food, money,
airplanes, boats, rockets, bombers, nuclear weapons, and soldiers,
the place from which America soldiers in 43 different countries
around the globe originate! Just the thought of our country doing
So much good must make each and every American get all chocked
up and get all sorts of warm inside .
Now, don't get me wrong. I'm not implying that Russia is any
better or worse than we are . I am not implying that China is any
better or worse than we are . Both Russia and China will probably
be saved by us too. We'll save them from Communism .
I can't help but wonder why we're such good samaritans. I can
foresee a (lay when a college in the South doesn't admit a Negro
and the President tries to federalize the State Militia only to dis-
cover that they are in San Marino or some place . It seems ridiculous
to me for the United States to fulfill a self-carved role of world savior .
Why doesn't the United States Government cut off funds to In-
donesia for a few days and pour it into Appalachia? Why not bring
back our boys from. Europe and have them rebuild the poverty-
stricken, disease,ridden Appalachian Mountains? We have a good
System here in the United States, and it works . It works because
we come from a background that was begun by an ancestry that
'Were prepared for freedom . I can't honestly say that I think we
should impose our system on anybody else . Nor can I see anybody
else imposing their system . And anyway, are we to worry every
time a country has a revolution? Sure we worry. But this does not
mean that we have to send our troops over there if the people do-
ing the rebelling are not on our side .
Let's leave the world alone and prosper . Let's solve our problems
first and then worry about the World's! Let's worry about the slums
in the cities, the desolate and erosion-studded farmland in the rural
areas, the national debt, the welfare program, and the drug problem .
Let's worry about birth ;control, censorship, civil rights, conserva-
tion, drought, the weather';, and taxes. Let's worry about the United
States of America!!!
Yes, let's worry about the United States for a_ change. It's about
time we started being concerned for ourselves, instead of fighting
the world over for people who have never and will never repay us .
,Som people may call this: type of thing appeasement . Others may
call it looking cut for ourselves . I call it good, plain, common sense ;





The Student voice of Hunter Col-
lege, Meridian, is now being recog-
nized as the new student newspa-
per of the Bronx Campus by Bronx
Publications Board. Meridian ceas-
ed publication by order of the Dean
of Students, Glen T. Nygreen,
March 3, following a series of in-
cidents which ended' in the suspen-
sion of the Editor-in-Chief, Roberta
Kantor, and Copy Editor, Marsha
Magzaneb, Larry Budner, a former
news editor of Meridian, was ap-
pointed editor by the Publications
Board after presenting his cre-
dentials to the Board on Thurs-
day, March 31 .
In a written statement of edi-
torial philosophy presented to the
Board, Mr . Btidner stated, "A
campus newspaper must serve sev-
eral functions : reporting the news,
acting as the main communication
link between the faculty, students,
and administration, and investigat-
ing decisions made by any one of
the three parties of the campus
community which affects the com-
munity as a whole .
"The paper should not be a news-
letter for club activities. Its re-
sponsibility is to the campus com-
munity, yet its editorials cannott
be expected to express majority
campus opinion of the editorial
board ."
The Quadrangle -of Manhattan
College remarks on a freshman
class meeting called to suppress
the sale of freshman "69" sweat-
shirts. "The meeting grew out of
Brother Barnabas Edward's discov-
ery that "69" is the slang expres-
sion for a common sexual practice .
Brother Edward then asked Broth-
er Claixtus Eugene, freshman class
moderator, to squelch sale of the
sweatshirts.
Brother Eugene remarked, "Even
as smart as 1 was, I * was ignorant
of the meaning of 69, Brother
Fugene made references during
the course of the meeting to his
position as frosh moderator as be-
ing that of the father of a family .
The policy of the school as re-
gards to the sweatshirts, the deci-
sion of Brother Barnabas Edward,
involves the following alternatives :
(1) "Manhattan College" may
only appear on sweatshirts mark-
ed "1969" ;
(2)) Shirts may have "69" with
an apostrophe before the "6", but
"Manhattan College" may not ap-
pear on them ;
(3) Shirts with only "69" on
them may not be worn on campus .
Norman	
Feast
Dean Tauber's prediction that Dr. Norman Thomas' presence would
be an "intellectual feast" certainly proved true . The man is stimulating
and to some degree enlightening .
The important lesson that is to be learned from Norman Thomas'
visit to BCC, is not necessarily the lesson of socialism, or for that,
matter, any other political or philosophical ideology . It is a dual lesson
concerning tolerance of which the first part is not to he afraid of any
ideology, no matter how radical it may seem at first sight, and second,
to be willing and genuinely able to discuss an ideology with a truly
open mind. (This includes laissez-faire capitalism just as it includes
Marxian socialism) . It is also important to realize that no one way
of thinking is adequate in solving today's problems ; it is rather a mix-
ture of several lines of thought, and this mixture can only be accom- plished and perfected by continual thought and compromise.
For the sake of argument. let us imagine the intellectual triumph
that might come from a conversation between Norman Thomas, Indira
Ghandi, and Ayn Ran(], the topic of which could be The Problems of
the World as Manifested in the Current Plight of the Indian Popula-
tion. Think of the intellectual enlightenment if this conversation were
to be broadcast on radio around the world .
I think that Norman Thomas would agree that the first step in solv-
ing society's mounting problems is communication, and it is surprising
to realize how little of it exists in a world as dynamic as ours .
Even such a magnetic speaker as' Norman - Thomas would be inef-
fective if there were no audience to hear him, but an audience consist-
ing of followers and neutrals is little better . Members of some of the
right wing schools of thought, that are so prevalent in our nation to-
day, should also have been present, just as members of left wing schools
should consider it their responsibility to attend speeches given by known
rightists .
If every eye that falls upon this page leaves it with the idea that
it is in the best interests of progress for every man to know as mush
about the opposing camp as he does his own, an elaboration on Nor-
man Thomas' own idea of a free flow of thoughts being vital to the
success of any political endeavor, then it is possible that members of




The NEWMAN CLUB (for
all Catholic students] has
planned a vigorous an inter-
esting program for 166-67 .
The Club hopes to attract as
members all Catholic students,
both entering Freshmen and
those who are returning .
The general theme for next year
Will be : "Heritage : Past to Fu-
ture." Speakers will be invited to
discuss the change of heritage as
it is passed on from one generation
to another, in regard to religion,
histroy, etc .
In addition, the NEWMAN
CLUB program will include social
activities. A "get-together" social




By JEAN de RUBINI
We were privileged to attend a concert given by the Knoxville Col-.
lege Choir, directed by Mr. Nathan Carter. The program consisted o
the following :
Cantate Domino	 it Hans Lee Hassle
0 Sing unto the Lord .
Crucifixus Antonio Lott
Crucified
Utrecht Jubilate	 George Frederick Handel
Chorus "0 be joyful in the Lord"
"Serve the Lord with gladness"
"Glory to be the Father"
"As it was in the beginning" . . Amen
Famous Men	 Kirk
Brazilian Psalm Jean Berger
The Sound of Music Rodgers & Hammerstein II
Climb Every Mountain
The audience was enthusiastic,
the applause was continuous . Mu-
sically speaking the choir blended
exceptionally well and had fine
tone quality. The director had com-
plete control of the group. They
responded perfectly to his direc-
tion, which gave the music a great
deal of feeling and color. It was
apparent that Mr. Carter and the
choir practiced many hours to
achieve this professional touch .
After the program BCC's new
President, Dr, Colston spoke to
the audience briefly . He expressed
his thanks for the warm welcome
he received from students, faculty
and City University officials. Dr.
Colston greeted the students with
these words, "I hope to provide the
best education for students en-
rolling in BCC, where teachers
can teach and students can grow
and develop ."
Mr. Carter expressed, in a short
interview, that he was thrilled with
the audience response to the pro-
gram, and felt that the chorus
was warmly received throughout
their stay by administration, fac-
ulty and students . He hopes to con-tinge friendly relations with BCC .
Mr. Carter also expressed his de-




On March 24, the Selective Service System released its
new criteria for further 2S deferments. The class standing
requirements are listed for those students who do not choose
to take the system's college qualification tests, which will be
given this spring .
Students may obtain deferment either by class standing
or by satisfactory scores on the test. These advisory criteria,
as announced by Lieutenant General Lewis B . Hershey, are
to guide local draft boards in granting deferments .
To be deferred, a student in the first year of college needs
a scholastic standing in the upper half of his class, along
with admission to the next year of classes, or a score of 70
on the test .
The second year student may be in the upper two-thirds
of his class . but the score remains at 70 .
The third year student need only'
he in the upper three-fourths of
his class, while the test score and
acceptance requirement remain the
same .
For students whose undergrad-
uate course is more than four years,
the deferment beyond the fourth
year carries the same requirements
as the third .
Candidates for a graduate de-
gree must be admitted to a grad-
uate school after completing all re-
quirements .
All graduate schools must also
certify that the student is pursuing
a full-time graduate program, and
that his standing in his last under-
graduate year was in the upper
one-fourth of his class, or that he
obtained a score of 807 or more
on the test .
The ?C classifications can he re-
tained only if the student continues
to meet the criteria.
Posters are going up all over the
fifty states, Puerto Rico and the
Canal Zone, instructing any stu-
dents who do not meet the class
standing requirements, to report to
their local draft hoards .
There the student can obtain a
card to inform the testing firm of
his intention to take the test. This
card must be postmaarked by
April 23 .
The student will then be inform-
ed where and when to take the
test which is being given on May
14, 21, and June 3 .
The test will include questions
on reading comprehension and on
word meanings . The ability to read
simple graphs, and to solve mathe-
matical problems will also be
tested .
S l t •
	
ervice
Statement by Prof . D'Andrea on Selective Service
It is the duty of the Registrar to provide accurate and up
to date information regarding the academic record of any
student when he requests it for his own use, or for submis-
sion to a potential employer or when the college is requested
to supply it to accredited agencies of the government .
Governmental representatives, such as the FBI, Civil Service, mili-
tary intelligence, or some municipal agency, does check the records
of students who have applied. for jobs in these various positions . The
check is to verify statements made, by the applicant regarding this
,previous schooling, age, or- place of birth. According to Prof. D'An
,drea there is no such person as a Selective Service Investigator, as
mentioned in a recent COMMUNICATOR' article - at least none
has come to BCC.
The following procedures are followed with representatives of gov-
ernmental agencies :
1. The representative must identify himself by presenting his cre-
dentials
2 . Student records are produced, as indicated .
3. The Registrar or his representative answers questions regard-
ing the student's academic record such as index, grades in cer-
tain subjects, curriculum, date of entrance, academic status,
etc., or items found on his application for admission name,
address, high school, date of birth, graduation, vocational in-
terest, etc .
4. Answers are given to question asked as they pertain to the
student's record or application for admission .
5 . Questions about a student's personnel record, political beliefs,
attitudes, etc ., are not considered. The government representa-
tive is referred to the Dean of Students Office if he should
request information of a non-academic nature .
6. If the governmental representative asks for the names of any
instructors in a particular area, such names are given and the
representative may then pursue the matter with the faculty
member involved.
The Vietnamese have their own language . It contains notable in-
fluences of French. A large percentage of the educated people speak
fluent French. Our language is spoken by many of the kids and
Aryan soldiers. There is a Chinese community located in Saigon
where a Cantonese dialect is spoken, and Chinese customs prevail .
In the mountains to the West, bordering Laos and Cambodia, live a
large group of people called Montenyards . They are not related -to
the Vietnamese. They speak their own language, hate the Vietna-
mese as well as the Viet Cong, and are said to be in some way
related to the American Indian .
When I - started college, I-planned on becoming a doctor, but joined
the service, and will be too old when I get out . I have never heard
of LSD, and by the sound of it, it's the worst drug to become ad-
dicted to. The people over here, smoke opium, and occasionally the
old women chew Bettlenut, which is a mild narcotic . It coats their
teeth with a black substance which is awful to look at, but these
people consider it a sign of beauty. The younger _girls do not chew
Bettlenut, however, and the practice is gradually dying out .
I have been in the service since . September, 1964. My discharge
date is September, 1968 . 1 have been stationed here for seven months,
and I have eleven months left in Vietnam. I have extended my tour
of duty here for six months. It is very lonely, and the waiting and
depression is as bad as the fighting . We haven't had a pass for ten
weeks now, but the morale is very' high. Many of my friends have
received "Dear John" letters. (No Comment) . We get along pretty
good,. though . And it's easy to make us laugh, but the laughs are
phony, because everyone knows what's going on .
Sue, in your letter you stated that if there is anything I need "just
ask." Well, I frequently meet kids with various cuts and infections ;
most of them go untreated and are pretty bad . My first-aid kit is
empty, and so are those of my friends. We are not medics, but maybe
our treatments have saved a life or a lot of pain and misery . I know
a lot of people will never forget us.
We could use a bottle of antiseptic and various band-aids and
bandages. Most of the diseases we can't diagnose, but there must be
something we can do . We'll appreciate any information you can re-
late to us concerning Oriental skin disease caused by malnutrition .
Sue, I really look forward to reading your news articles and see-
ing your cartoons. Your letters are also very interesting, and I am
looking forward to hearing from you very soon . You seem to be a
very sensitive person, and I like you for it . . .





(Continued from Page 1, Col . 1)
pay 50% of the City University
budget next year.
Republican leaders refuse to en-
dorse this plan because 'it leaves
out a universal Tuition Fee for the
entire State-City University sys-
tem .
In 1961 the Legislature gave the
Board of Higher Education the
power to levy Tuition Fees and
City Democrats have waged a long







Dr. Albert H . Bowker, Chancellor
of the city University, of raising
"fictious" issues inn barring 2,300
students from admission next fall
I from lack of space. In his letter
I to Dr. Bowker, he made it clear
that he would not support two De-
mocratic bills that would increase
the state's share of aid for the
I
City University and establish a
$400-million construction fund for
expanding our four senior colleges
and six community colleges .
Mayor Lindsay appealed for Gov .
Rockefeller's support for the bill .
The Governor's "No" set the stage
for a battle with the Democratic
supporters of the bills. Mr. Lind-
say's position puts him on the side
I of the Democratic legislators in
the fight with the Governor over
these bills .
Governor Rockefeller contended
in the letter that the state has
made provisions for the needs of
the City University. His 64 .4 mil-
lion budget for the City University,
he said, contains $5-million needed
to accommodate the students and
as for future construction, the
state is prepared to pay $50% of
principal and interest expense for
expansion . "Thus," he wrote,
"there is no need and no justifica-
tion for denying 2,300 qualified
students admission to the City Unit-
versity this fall ."
Dr. Bowker in an answering let-
ter to Gov. Rockefeller said, "In
the present budget there is not
enough money for either construc-
tion or instruction. I mean no dis-
respect to the Governor, but I
should be derelict in my duty if I
did not press for both and in-
sist that 2,300 students cannot be
properly handled with our present
resources."
Dr. Bowker has also said that
the $5-million would still not open
the University's doors to the re-
jected students, since they would
only face a "dead end" when they
became upperclassmen .
It is apparent that the boycotts
of classes and marches on Albany
by CUNY students have influenced
the Democrats in the legislature
to fight for keep the century old
tradition of FREE TUITION in




Students who are interested in corresponding with a soldier such as
Bruce can do so. Enclose your letter in a blank envelope within another
enveloped address to one of the following branches of the military : Alumni News
THE ARMY
U.S.O.-T.S .N . East Lynne
H.A.F.A.-Code 100
A .P.O . San Francisco, California 69243
THE MARINES Mock Trial
U.S.O. Advisory Team
A.P.O . San Francisco, California 69337
ALL SERVICES Business
U.S.O.-H.E .D.-Suppor t
Code 100-A.P.O. San Francisco, California 69243 LuncheonAll further inquiries should be directed to Miss Su San Gonsky, c/o
TNT COMMUNICATOR. and will be most welcome.
A LETTER FROM
VIET NAM
Miss Su San Gonsky received the following pen-pal letter from a
young soldier named Bruce, who is stationed in Vietnam . It is in re-
sponse to a letter she wrote in connection with the new U .S.O. move-
ment its. our school, described in the April 19, 1966 edition of THE
COMMUNICATOR. Bruce's letter which is printed here in its entirety,
needs no further introduction or explanation ; it is a document that






Received your wonderful letter about ten days ago, but have not
had an opportunity to write since then . We have been temporarily
assigned to duty with the third marine amphibious division . We have
been engaged with the Viet Cong off and on for approximately two
weeks. Our unit was relieved early this morning and things seem
quiet, except for an occasional motor and some small arms fire . The
issue is still in contention, but by tonight we should have sufficient
fire power to hold our own. I think that if we use our full strength
in all theaters of operation at all times, we can end this war in less
than two years and without very many casualties. But then again,I am not the Commanding General, and 1 don't have an over all'
picture of the war .
'Sue, I think you are doing more than your share to help us, and
I want you to know that your efforts are more than appreciated by
me and my friends here in Da Nang . If only there were some way to
explain to those demonstrators and draft card burners the necessity
of stopping Communist infiltration wherever and whenever it starts .
We know why we are over here, and maybe if we make our stand
today, Sue, our children won't have to fight tomorrow .
It is really hard to find beauty in a place like this . I haven't seen
any flowers or beautiful buildings, but you can find beauty in any-
thing if you look hard enough or long enough . When the sun sets,
the sky turns a blazzing red and tints the clouds an indescribable
color, somewhere between gold and orange . The nights are usually
clear, and the stars take on the appearance of twinkling diamonds
on a sea of black velvet, if you use your imagination .
The Vietnamese people seem friendly. I guess anyone will act
friendly when a platoon of fully armed soldiers enter a village . The
farmers that wave at you when you pass in the afternoon are probably the same ones who shoot at you at night . The girls, (what few
we've associated with) are only interested in the American Dollar .
(We are paid in military conscript - not greenback) . The people
are unsanitary, and basicly lazy due to the climate . They take every-
thing they can beg, borrow or steal. But as with all races, there are
a lot of good people among them. Some of the well bred women
from the larger cities will not even talk to foreigners .
Even in
Presents
The Evening Student Coun-
cil held its annual Awards
Dinner on Friday, May 20,
1966, with fifty awards be-
ing presented to students and
Faculty for outstanding serv-
cil held its annual Awards
nity .
The first honors were the Gold
Key Awards, presented to "Dr .
Morris Meister, 'President of Bronx
Community College for outstand-
ing service in education for fifty
years," Marcia Tumposky, acting
President of Student Council,
'outstanding service for three
years', Andrew Natt, Treasurer for
Student Council," delegate to the
International Conferences, Chair-
man of the Social Committee, mem-
ber of Student Council for five
years." The last award went to
Michael Bernstein, Chairman of
Social Committee," official dele-
gate to the International Confer-
ences and outstanding service for
three years ."
The Silver awards followed go-
ing - to Alan Chaimitz "for out-
standing service," Sena Cohen
"for outstanding service to Stu-
dent Council," Vivian Lazaroff,
Editor of the Evening Reporter,
Susan Shore," acting Recording'
Secretary of Student Council ."
. The next group of awars were
the Student Council Service award,
given to clubs for outstanding serv-
ice to the college and community .
Pi Epsilon Pi was cited for its
service and work with the Welfare
League of Letchworth Village for
retarded children, and Kappa Rho
Tau for its work with the Casita
Maria Settlement House in Span-
ish Harlem in the Bronx, and for
its work with community service
projjects .
The IEEE Awards were next on
the program, with the first award
going to the Faculty Award for
"outstanding service and devotion
to the college and the community ."
This award was presented to Pro-
fessor Fred J . Berger.
Fifteen special awards were pre-
sented by tre IEEE to students for
outstanding service to the college
and to the IEEE. They were : Dean
Tauber, Dean Silverman, Dean Mc-
Grath, Dean Thompson, Mr. Zielke .
Marica Tumpowsky, Alan Chano-
witz, Franklin Edelstein, Bruce
Gitleson, Neville Johnson, Theodore
Markoff, Howard A. Ma rkoff, Ken-
neth Marta, Michael Bernstein, Vi-
vian Laragroff.
Nineteen certificates went to
class representatives who serve(!
with faithful endeavor for a period
of one or more years . The people
who received them were : Milton
Anapol, Donna Bottallco, Meagaret
Jean Bumery, Fran Casella, The-
resa Danttnono, Edward De Frei-
Council
Honors
tas, Margaret Duane, Barbara For-
tune, Carol Gerner, Bruce Gittel-
son, Michael Knoll, Bruce Lee,
Sharon Miller, Sam Navarro, Jerry
Sobel, Jack Sottle, Michael Weiss-
berg and Richard Zilli .
	
_
Kappa Rro Tau presented spe-
cial awards of their own . They
awarded a plaque to Casita Maria
How does this look, Ray?
Settlement House in Spanish Har-
lem in the Bronx for their fine
work . They also honored ZIP,
BDM, and PEU, for outstanding
service and support and devotion
to the IFC meetings. One of the
most touching moments came with
the dedication by KPT, a plaque
for the college in memory of one
of their brothers who lost his life
in Vietnam. On the plaque are six
blank spaces. Every year for six
years, starting next year, the
school will award the plaque to the
student for outstanding service and
high scholastic achievements . The
last award went to their chancelor
for outstanding service . It was a
"sacred" plastic ax .
Among the invited guests were
Dr. Abraham Tauber, Dr . Clement
Thompson, Mr. Alfred Zielke, and
Mr. Eugene Fixler.
Tannenbaum
(Continued from Page 1 Col . 2)
The governmental agencies of-
fer casual working conditions with-
out tensions. Promotions are slow,
but fringe benefits are plentiful .
The disadvantage of working for a
private industry is that the ac-
countant is at the back and call of
his employer. Also, "You become a
specialist and character actor . You
get into a groove and stay there ."
The advantage is that the pay is
usually better . For a student plan-
ning to be a C.P.A. Mr. Tannen-
baum suggests that he first get
some experience as a bookkeeper .
"If you don't you are missing the
hurdle." He has to understand the
business world, learn to speak up
and talk before an audience ; the
only way is through experience .
The best way to choose a field.
i n accounting is through self-
evaluation. He wust ask what can
I do, and what can't I do, then
figure out where his talent lie.
"'Try to find happiness at what-
ever level you reach. The doors
are open when you show the kind





April 24 - BDM 22, ZIP 4
May 1 - XKE 22, ZIP 5
May 1 - DAM 8, BDM 5
May 15 - BD'M 11 XKE 7
May 15 - DAM 12, ZIP 5
STANDINGS
w I pct . gb
DAM 2 0 1 .000 -
BDM 2 1 .666 '!.
XKE 1 1 .500 1
ZIP 0 3 .000 21/2,
BULLETIN
Greek Letter "All-Stars" vs .
Spanish Club. June 19th, 2
pm. Macombs Dam Park,
Diamond No. 2 . I
LESSER SWEEPS
(Continued from Page 1, Column 3)
In interviews following the Assembly meeting with the winning
and losing candidates, Mr . Lesser seemed surprised at the sweep .
He said, "We had hoped for something like this, but naturally it
was only a hope . We view this decision on the part of the Student
Body as a clear-cut mandate granted to us as a party ." Mr . Baram,
Vice President-elect, was quite insistant that the victors would begin
the following day to take immediate action on their campaign pledges
and start instituting measures from their platform . Mr. Lesser said
that he hoped to complete the Nursing Center referendum by the end
of the week. He said that he would attend the Proctor's Council
Meeting at the Nursing Center and would begin work immediately
on setting up the long-awaited Student -Book Exchange . Mr. Lesser
made a point of including his pledge for a bigger and better Inter-
session Week-End. He said that Dr: Clement Thompson, Dean of Stu-
dents, had expressed reservations about the . continuation' of this
function, but Mr. Lesser vowed to press for the event .
When asked about how he felt the results came about, Mr. Lesser
said, "I am a minority president. I feel that Sid Keston might have
cost Dave Iskowitz the election." He reiterated part of his platform
in looking forward to the creation of a non-partisan committee to
help advise him on his soon-to-be-made appointments . He ended his
statement by expressing a hope for improved relations between pub-
lications and council .
Mr. Keston, when approached on the results replied, "I feel that
the results of the election are a direct reflection of the student apathy
that has prevailed all through the school term ." Dave Kasinetz said,
"Since our campaign was very poorly run, I would have to conclude
that we got what we deserved ." Dave lskowitz seemed in a good
humor about the whole thing when he said, "I would like to con-
gratulate Peter on his victory . If I can help him in any way, I am
always available . If he can help me in any way, well . . ."
XKE Stopped
On Sunday, May l5, lye, BIM
defeated XKE by a score of 11 to
7, in eight innings . This was the
first extra inning game of the sea-
son for • the Inter-Fraternity Soft-
ball League of the Greek Letter
Athletic Association . It was also
the first time that the sky was
clear during the rain-plagued
season .
BDM jumped off to a quick three
run lead in the first inning on
four walks and two singles . EKE
scored for runs in the third inning
on three singles, a triple and an
error to take a 4-3 lead . In the
fourth inning, EKE scored once
more on an error, a single, a walk,
and a sacrifice fly. BD. came
back in the sixth with three runs
on two walks, a single, and a bases
loaded' triple, to lead 6-5 . EKE
then came back to tie the score in
the bottom of tr. sixth on a sin-
gle, a sacrifice fly, and an error :
In the top of the eighth, BD.
scored five runs on three conse-
cutive singles, a walk to force in
the leading run, a bases loaded
triple, and another single . In the
bottom of the eighth EKE scored
one run on a walk and two singles,
but one run was not enough as the
final score was 11-7 .
12345678-R H E
EKE 30003005-11124
BD.	 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 1- 7 11 1
DEBATE SOCIETYI HONORED
The Debate Society of BCC has recently joined the Phi
Ho Pi National Forensic Society. This invitation makes
BCC the first college on the eastern coast to join the Society,
whose chapters are located in two year colleges. BCC is the
first college on the Eastern Seaboard invited to join . The of-
ficial title will be the New York Alpha Chapter .
Dr. Lynn R. Reynolds, head of the Department of Speech
and Fine and Performing Arts, said that a formal installa-
tion ceremony and dinner would be held before the end of
the semester.
There are 1L members of
the De-bate Society who are eligible for
membership . They are Robert
Fraum, Robert Fares, Sal Capello,
Stephen Melinger, Burt Richterman,
Raymond, Finkel, Jayne Bruntel,
Wendy Nickolson and Howard Pas-
sell, Steve Ornstead, Raymond Du-
rand, and Daniel Orestuck .
In order to be elected to the
membership of Phi Rho Pi, a can-
didate must have participated in
inter-collegiate debates or in ora-
tory contest . There are three or-
ders of membership in the Society
the first fellowship ; second honor ;
the third highest achievement. The
requirements for the fellowship or-
der is participation in one oratory
contest. To be elected to the honor
order one must have taken first
place in two contests . To join the
Society in the order of highest
achievement a candidate must have
place first or second in the Na-
tional Phi Rho Pi contest .
Of the 12 elegible candidates,
three will join the order of honor .
They are Steve Ornstein, Robert
Fraum and Burt Richterman .
DANCE 11 HELDI
'By BOB SCHALL
The Mary Jane Minor Memorial
Fund Dance Friday night, spon-
sored by the Brothers of Chi Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity was a smashing
success. $419.00 worth of tickets
were sold bringing the total
amount of the annual contribution
to $30.00 over last year's figure .
The entertainment, featuring the
Etceteras, and four Go-Go Girls,
was unusually good for a school
affair . There were two dance con-
tests. The door prizes which were
contributed by the parents of Mary
Jane Minor, were given out after
the drawing .
Present at the "IN" dance of the
social season were the EKE Broth-
ers in full force including Master -
Frater and Student Council Presi-
dent-elect Pete Lesser, President
Al Greene, and Treasurer Steve .
Smith. Representing faculty was
Dr. Thompson, Dean of Student
Activities, EKE Faculty Advisor,
Mr. Slywka, Mr. Fixler and Mr.
Zielke. Mr. and Mrs. Minor were
also present .
It was really a great dance ; the
entertainment was fine, and I sup-
pose that if someone had to de-
scribe the -good time had by all in
five short letters, he need only
to say . . . GREAT.
Newman Club
(Continued from Page 1, Col . 1)
will he held shortly after classes
resume in September . A dance, as
is wellas the traditional annual Com-
munion Breakfast, will take place
in the Spring Semester, 1967 . Two
evening meetings' are scheduled at
which Nursing Center and Evening
Session students will he welcome .
The Club officers hope that all
Catholic students, regardless of
when or where they attend classes
v: ill take advantage of the activi-
ties offered .
Announcements of meetings, etc .,
re found on posters and in the
Newsletter. A printed program for
the coming year 19G`,-h, will be
available in September .
Greek Letter
Meeting
On May 14, 1966, the Greek Let-
ter Athletic Association met for
the second time. Representatives
from the various fraternities were
present ; Cal Greenfield-DAM, Ber-
nie Kamiat-XKE, Mike Goldman-
BDM, Mike Norlinger-ZIP . Also
1-resent was Joe Ramos (President) the Spanish Club). The meet-
ing was presided over by Joe Sa-
Iow, acting director of the GLAA .
The first item on the agenda
.gas the re-scheduling of games be-
: arse of previous postponement : .
The representatives also voted on
rules and regulations. There was
a general feeling of cooperation
and enthusiasm among the frater-
nities. The fraternities decided to
have two trophies to be awarded
to the winner of the softball league,
one to be displayed in the school
lobby and one given to the fra-
ternity .
Then the association accepted
the challenge from tre Spanish
C!ub to a game of softball against
an "all-star" fraternity team . It is
scheduled for June 19th at 2 PM at
Macombs-Dam Park, diamond No .
2. The Spanish- Club expressed an
interest in joining the association
and the revival of competitive
sports in Bronx Community Col-
lege .
Plans are being worked on for
the formation of a basketball and
football league for the fall term.
Then the meeting was adjourned .
Joe Salow, speaking for the asso-
ciation expressed his sentiments
about the softball league'." The as-
sociation has succeeded in bringing
to BCC a renaissance in sports.
Fraternities and other organiza-
tions have worked together for a
common sense . The spirit is there
and the apathy gone . The Greek
Letter Athletic Association is a
prelude to the most exciting and
organized sports competition ever
in BCC .
Note: Any organization interest-
ed in participating in the associa-
tion contact Joe Salow (through




If anyone has been follow-
ing the -Newspapers lately,
you might have come across
a minor headline like "Anna-
polis Chided On Grade Quo-
tas," Which appeared in the
New York Times, on Sunday,
May 1 .
Reading further, I learned that
Annapolis, (or if that doesn't ring
a bell, the United States Naval
Academy as it is better known)
has been publicy embrassed in a
controversy involving the "fixing
of 'grades." This system of grade
fixing, which was designed to
limit the number of failures among
the attending student body, com-
monly called midshipmen has been
going on since 1959 . It worked
along the lines that if you were
senior, and had test marks of 40
38, 52, and 50 in a Spanish course,
for example, (and of course hoping-
.my math is correct) you woul4
have an overall average of 45 . In
my books, and I thitrk it would be
impossible to argue, that's a clear
F, right?? Wrong. Most likely the
midshipmen who were fortunate
enough to have the privilege of
attending the Naval Academy, and
it is a privilege in view that one
must be appointed by a Congress
man, and then take a difficult corns
petitive exam) would be passed,
not with a D . but possibly a C or
a B. The grade quotas assigned
are that 96%% of the seniors must
receive final grades higher than
D or F, regardless of what grades
their instructors have assigned to
them. Perhaps we should all con-
sider transferring, but the on
fault is that the Academy doesn't
accept girls!
The job of the Naval Academy
is to train young men to be respon-
sible, well educated (I can't help' it,
but I have, to laugh 'at, this) naval
officers, whose job in turn it will
be -to command other young men .
It's really -a frightening thought
to foresee an alumni of the Naval
Academy of the past few years,
make a judgement decision if he
has flunked a course in judgement .
An officer has to consider, not only
himself, but the lives of the crew
as well .
The ' administration of the Naval
Academy, of course, have come up
with an answer to this perplexing
problem They said that the system
had been designed for "the
prac-tic l necessity of graduating a
reasonable number of naval offi-
cers at a time of rapid change in
the curriculum and graduating
standards." The curriculum over
haul was begun in 1959, and is
still in "full swing ."
The best thing that could happen
to the Academy has happned . Be-
sides the regular naval officers
who teach there, there is also a
large number of civilian instruc-
tors who were hired to teach
courses. The naval instructors of
.course didn't balk at the grading
system (I guess you could say they
were following orders), but then
a funny thing happened, as many
of the civilian instructors protest-
ed against the whole system as it
now stands. They questioned, but
actually they lodged sharp objec-
tions. As a result a number of
civilian faculty members have re-
signed, simply - because it's not a
question of who can yell louder,
but of professional academic in-
tegrity . Others have had their con-
tracts terminated as of the end of
this school year. .
What has the Middle States As-
sociation of Colleges and Second-
ary Schools (which is a voluntary
academic accreditation agency for
institutions in nine Middle Atlantic
States) been doing about all this?
Generally speaking they have stat-
ed the Naval Academy is wrong,
and strongly advise that this quote
of "grade fixing" must halt . "No
good college" permits this contro-
versy between civilian faculty
members and military :administra-
tors to go on; is just what the
committee has stated . But the only
thing is that it has gone on for
7 years (if my math is correct) .
What about the damage that has
already been done? What about
the duty, honor, country motto, but
most important, what about hon-
esty? I would hate to be out at
sea now, and have to wonder
whether or not my life depended
on an officer who flunked a course
in judgement . but was passed any-
how. I would hate to be one of the
administrators of the Naval Acad-
emy, because I would hide my face
story
